Picksters Lose To Northeastern, Amherst & Atkin Stars In Goal For Beaver Six

But back-to-back games over the past week, the MIT hockey team ripped two decisions, losing to the Phi Deltas, 5-1 on Friday and to Abington, 6-3 on Saturday.

Northeastern 6, MIT 3

(Against mid-season form in early goal game, the pucksters take a strong Northeastern squad to 2 periods, before falling in the 3d to go down to a 6-3 setback.)

Sandy Smith, the goal enthusiast, appeared in a freshly won game, lifted from Coach Pugh's list of the best Mint goal-keepers. In the past few years against this, 2d of 4, 41 saves, Sandy repelled puck attack, including several double shots and one main breakaway. 1d jumped off to a quiet 1-0 lead, but the Engineers scored the second goal and with 2 fast goals to take the lead. John Goodwin slipped the puck at the NU goalies on an easy pass from Guite. A minute later Bob Bainum took a pass from Hank Gebert and scored from an almost impassable angle to the left of the 5th. Although outplayed in the second and as shown by Atkin's 22 saves, MIT rallied to 5-5 in the last 16 minutes, but here the uncoordinated set-up took a scorching right away. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the 5th, but the Techmen put up a scrappy fight all the time. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal.

Amherst 3, MIT 5

Unable to regain its previous night's form, the lancers were defeated by Amherst 3-0 on the Tech rink. After playing evenly for 30 minutes, Amherst scored on two beautiful shots.

At 18:01 Captain John Sullivan scored his first goal of the game, putting the visitors ahead. Two more goals were made, but to no avail. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal. After being held off for 15 minutes, NU put in two hard shots at the Tech goal.

In other action in the playoffs, Phi Delta Theta defeated the Waukesha Delta 18-7 to take second place. Phi Delta Theta defeated the Waukesha Delta 18-7 to take second place. Phi Delta Theta defeated the Waukesha Delta 18-7 to take second place. Phi Delta Theta defeated the Waukesha Delta 18-7 to take second place. Phi Delta Theta defeated the Waukesha Delta 18-7 to take second place.

Amherst Defeats Tech Swimmers In Opener, 56-28

Although the Titans were defeated by a shabby amount, 26-28, in their opener of the season against Bowdoin, the Techmen, led by their backstrove twins, both the best men since they have been at Tech, Johnson turning in a 2:51.1 and Hortman following in his wake at 2:51.2. The outstanding performances of the day, as they are well represented, are now considered to be that turned in by Dave Wolter and Don Rollins, three.

In this event Tech took 8 points as opposed to 1 by Bowdoin. Bryan in winning the event, collected the most points gained by a Tech diver in recent memory. Rollins, who is only a sophomore showed fine promise to become one of the top divers in New England in the next two years.
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